Innovative digital solutions for a brighter future.
WHO WE ARE?

Our skilled pack hunts great ideas restlessly to ensure clients achieve the impact they want.

Devolfs’ experienced talents, freelancers, and other team members make strategic designs and digital product branding completely tailored to the client’s needs. Our work is always research-based. Behind the incredible app, website, or digital brand we provide there are hours or surveys, inquiries, workshops - and quite a few forgotten lunches.

We are able to come up with future-proof digital branding and compelling, people-friendly visual content, successfully navigating any challenges along the way. In addition, we tend to work closely with our remote clients, making them part of the process and providing a wholesome and enjoyable working relationship - or so we’ve been told.
Devolfs - a pack of young creatives chasing innovation

Born in 2017 as an idea and transformed into reality in 2022, Devolfs is now a small team of individuals that rely on one another in a common pursuit of innovation. Combining our vast industry knowledge, problem-solving mindsets, and designing skills, we work on products that better the lives of many - something we are very proud of.

*Client-centric approach, user-friendly solutions, and constant aspiration for improvement are the cornerstones of our agency - and they help us build value for our partners and their target users.

MEET US ONLINE ➤
Devolfs is here to bring the ultimate digital experience for different-field partners, no matter their location.

Devolfs is more than a creative digital agency. We are strategic partners to companies that work on improving different areas of life but need stronger visual communication to help them achieve it. Our skilfully designed websites, applications, and digital brands help our partners build new ideas and reshape the old ones. We provide digital solutions that push the boundaries of today - and help our partners make a better tomorrow. Remote collaboration allows us to have constant communication with our global partners, wherever they are. From the sand deserts of UAE, over the countries of the old continent such as Germany, Switzerland, and the UK, to the powerful USA on the west, different companies come to us searching for forward-thinking digital solutions that can help them grow and evolve.
How do we build your story?

From cubs that need our help to grow to alphas that wish to re-establish their place in the digital world, our line of partners is constantly expanding!

Brand Identity
Research | Moodboards | Identity Development | Digital and Print Collateral | Marketing Design | Illustrations | Brand Guidelines | Iconography | Brand support

UX UI Design

Webflow Sites
Research | Moodboards | Responsive design | UX Design | UI Design | Webflow Development | CMS Implementation | Quality Assurance | Webflow Training | Maintenance and support

Digital Products
Research | Customer Research | Competitive Benchmarking | UX Design | UI Design | Front-end Development | Flutter | React | Backend Development | Strapi | Quality Assurance | Maintenance and support
We embody the spirit & strength of the wolf pack!

Introducing positive changes through the values we cherish.
Fearless mindset

Our team attacks each new task boldly and never shies away from a new challenge. Not only that, but we welcome projects that will make us leave our comfort zones and force us to think outside of the box.

Strong communication abilities

Like wolves, we are natural team players who work best in group settings and we thrive in a collaborative environment. That is why we tend to nurture effective and transparent communication inside our team - and out of it.

Intelligence and adaptability

Wolves are known for their intelligence, tenacity, and problem-solving abilities - and so are we. It makes us the perfect choice for projects that require innovation and creativity, alongside our constant aspiration to learn more and improve ourselves.

Taking the lead

Once a client comes to us with projects and ideas, we take responsibility for shaping them into unique and practical digital solutions. Like alphas of a pack, we will take the lead, tackle all the challenges, and make sure to deliver only the best results.

Ambition and determination

Wolves are fierce creatures that demonstrate unparalleled determination and resilience in all that they do, much as we exhibit a tireless drive and unwavering dedication to our goals. We won’t stop until we reach the outcome we want.
Projects we’ve brought to life
Real-time translation app

Headquarters
Frankfurt, Germany

Industry
Construction Management

Company Size
Startup

Services
Brand Identity
UX Design
UI Design

Lingostruct is a forward-thinking technology company committed to simplifying project management for construction companies.

Recognizing the diverse linguistic landscape within the construction industry, Lingostruct sought to address the communication challenges faced by international teams by providing a robust platform capable of real-time translation to users’ mother languages. By doing so, Lingostruct aimed to enhance collaboration, productivity, and efficiency across all project stages.

Our mission

The objective of the project was to create a comprehensive solution that would revolutionize the construction industry by enabling seamless communication and project management across language barriers. Devolfs undertook the task of developing Lingostruct’s brand identity, conducting UX research, designing the user experience, and crafting the user interface for the platform across multiple devices.

We embarked on a journey to capture Lingostruct’s values and mission, ensuring that their brand would resonate with their target audience. By conducting in-depth workshops and collaborating closely with the team, we developed a comprehensive brand identity that reflected their commitment to innovation, reliability, and global collaboration. The final result conveyed a sense of trust, professionalism, and user-friendliness, aligning perfectly with Lingostruct’s vision.

VIEW ONLINE ⬤
Olimpic Stadium
1 January - 1 December 2024

Project Description
Belgrade Waterfront transforms this neighborhood by implementing the principles of sustainable development, creating new public spaces, introducing benefits for moving pedestrians and bringing cultural content to the heart of Belgrade.

Project Members
- Tom Schwebin (You)
- Elisse
- Ulrich
- Christian
- Anna
- Julian
- Chris Tomson
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Belgrade Waterfront transforms this neighborhood by implementing the principles of sustainable development, creating new public spaces, introducing benefits for moving pedestrians and bringing cultural content to the heart of Belgrade.
Within 10 days to 90 potential specialists

Are you looking for additional personnel for your team? With Eurosearch we find the right specialists in all disciplines for you through an innovative methodology.
Eurosearch is an innovative recruitment company that is redefining the industry through the power of artificial intelligence (AI). With a forward-thinking and tech-driven approach, Eurosearch leverages cutting-edge technology to revolutionize the way organizations find top talent and individuals discover rewarding career opportunities.

With a strong focus on innovation and staying at the forefront of industry trends, Eurosearch continuously evolves and adapts to the ever-changing recruitment landscape. They invest in research and development to enhance their AI capabilities, ensuring they remain at the cutting edge of technology-driven recruitment solutions.

Our mission

The project aimed to create a fresh and modern brand image that reflected Eurosearch’s cutting-edge approach to recruitment, which leverages AI technology. We were tasked with designing a new logo, developing brand guidelines, creating engaging social media posts and banners, and revamping Eurosearch’s website using Webflow.

The primary objective of the project was to establish a strong visual identity for Eurosearch that would convey their commitment to leveraging artificial intelligence in recruitment. The new design elements would align with the company’s vision of being a forward-thinking, tech-driven organization, while also presenting a professional and trustworthy image to potential clients and candidates.

We began the project by crafting a brand new logo for Eurosearch. The logo design aimed to capture the essence of the company’s AI-driven approach.
Within 10 days to 90 potential specialists

Are you looking for additional personnel for your team? With Eurosearch we find the right specialists in all disciplines for you through an innovative methodology.

How do we work? Our methodology:

Efficient direct contact with specialists by AI and a team of experts

Innovative search for skilled workers through AI

Vacancies are a real annoyance in many companies that need to be eliminated quickly. We at Eurosearch are happy to take on this task and support you in your search for new specialists and executives. We therefore keep in close contact with you until your request is completed so that we can get back to you within 90 minutes.
We will find the right job for you.

Are you looking for a well-paid and fair job? With our wide network of companies and partners, we would be happy to put you in touch with your new employer.

Send your CV

We find the right specialists.

For more than 50 years, we at Eurosearch have always had our finger on the pulse and have the ongoing mission of finding the right specialists for your company.


This is how we put you in touch with strong companies.

Nowadays, the job search has to be as simple and uncomplicated as possible. For this reason, we make the job search as simple and direct as possible for our applicants. All you have to do is upload your CV and select the desired industry. As soon as we have suitable positions for you, we will contact you personally. This gives you the choice of which companies you really want to work for.

Send your CV

Efficiency and innovation in headhunting

The labor market has reversed itself: there are more jobs than employees. That is why efficient and innovative headhunting is required.

Tradition and experience

Founded in 1988, Eurosearch brings a lot of tradition and experience with it. We build on experience and tradition to offer our clients and candidates a first-class service. We have built in reputation over the years as a trusted partner in the recruiting market and rely on proven methods to achieve the best results for our clients.

Meet our team

We are your partner in these sectors

Eurosearch deals with a wide range of industries and areas for which we continue to search new top talents and key people in the following areas:

- IT
- Engineering
- Sales
- Marketing
- Finance

Our team

Send your CV
Within 10 days to 90 potential specialists

Are you looking for additional personnel for your team? With Eurosearch we find the right specialists in all disciplines for you through an innovative methodology.

Request callback

Our team of experts

@ eurosearch.de
Blue Rhythm was founded by a collective of creatives spanning the fields of music, film, and television. Their shared aspiration was to develop a therapy platform specifically tailored to serve the unique needs of individuals from all creative backgrounds. Having personally experienced the transformative power of mental health support, they recognized a crucial pain point in the creative community – the difficulty of finding the right therapist.

With thousands of therapists available, creatives often faced unexpected obstacles when seeking the support they needed to feel better.

**Our mission**

Devolfs undertook the complete rebranding, UX/UI design, and Webflow development for Blue Rhythm. We began by crafting a compelling brand identity that resonated with the vision of the therapy platform, emphasizing the harmonious connection between creativity and mental well-being. This included designing a new logo, selecting typography, defining a color palette, and establishing brand guidelines to ensure consistency.

For the digital presence, our team leveraged Webflow to create an engaging and responsive landing page. The landing page was thoughtfully designed to welcome creatives seeking mental health support and showcased the essence of Blue Rhythm’s mission. We implemented interactive elements, intuitive navigation, and user-friendly features to provide a seamless experience for visitors.

Throughout the project, Devols maintained a strong focus on delivering a landing page that embodied Blue Rhythm’s message and connected with its target audience.
Therapy for the Songwriter in You

How it works

Discover

Connect

Thrive

What we can help with

Looking for something else?

Instagram

Linkedin

© 2023 Blue Rhythms Ltd. All rights reserved.
Hexagon®

We help women entrepreneurs to grow their business.

Our ultimate goal is to help entrepreneurs succeed by sharing our knowledge and support. And it works.

Book Services

40+ Satisfied clients

100+ Satisfied Students

Congratulations, you have successfully booked services.
Empowering women in business.

Hexagon Startup is a web application designed to help women grow their businesses. The platform provides access to business-related courses through registration, allowing users to expand their skills and knowledge.

The goal of Hexagon is to provide a valuable resource for women who aspire to become successful business owners and entrepreneurs. With its comprehensive course offerings and user-friendly interface, Hexagon is the perfect tool for women looking to grow their businesses and achieve their goals.

Our mission

Our mission in the Hexagon Startup Web Application project was to create a seamless and intuitive user experience and user interface. We utilized our expertise in design and development to create a user-friendly interface that is easy to use and navigate. This was achieved by carefully considering the needs and goals of our target users, women who are looking to grow their businesses and develop their entrepreneurial skills.

To deliver a robust and efficient platform, we employed the latest web development technologies and best practices. This included utilizing modern front-end frameworks, such as React, to create a responsive and dynamic user interface, and using a CMS solution, such as Strapi, to manage the platform’s content and data. This combination of technology solutions allowed us to create a platform that is both user-friendly and scalable, providing women with the resources they need to grow their businesses and achieve their goals.

Overall, our mission was to support the mission of Hexagon Startup in empowering women in business through the creation of a comprehensive and user-centric web application.

VIEW ONLINE ➤
We help women entrepreneurs to grow their business.

Our ultimate goal is to help entrepreneurs succeed by sharing our knowledge and support, which works.

Being the best we are, the name came naturally.

We love to share our knowledge.
Mindset Design

1. Do you have a clearly defined idea of your business?
2. Do you have a clearly defined idea of your business?

Become woman in Business - Pro Pack

24 videos - 1 PDF document - 1 to 1 consultations

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the countries Vokalia and Consonantium, there live the blind texts. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A small river named Duden flows by their place and supplies it with the necessary regelialia. It is a paradisematic country, in which roasted parts of sentences fly into your mouth. Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is an almost unorthographic life One day however a small line of blind text by the name.
Golixx is an all-in-one software based in Frankfurt, Germany. It is designed to provide users with a comprehensive suite of tools that can help them manage their daily tasks and activities. The app features an email, messaging, calendar, and meeting tools, all in one place. With Golixx, users can easily stay organized and on top of their communications, appointments, and meetings, without having to switch between multiple apps and platforms.

Golixx is a time-saving tool for professionals, it allows you to access all your essential tools for communication, scheduling, and organization in one place, eliminating the need to switch between multiple apps and platforms, saving you valuable time and energy.

Our mission

Our mission at Golixx is to revolutionize the software industry by creating a brand identity, user experience and interface that is both memorable and intuitive. Our team is dedicated to understanding the needs and pain points of our target users, and using that knowledge to design a product that stands out among its competitors.

We began by conducting in-depth market research to gain a thorough understanding of the software market and our users. From this research, we developed a brand identity that effectively communicates our unique value proposition and differentiates us from other...
Effortlessly collaborate with co-workers

Set yourself reminders.

We have bigger plans for you
All you need at one place. Effortlessly collaborate with co-workers. Chat, Email, Calendar, Meeting. All at one place.

Gym workout
09:00 - 10:30

Gym workout
04:00 - 05:30
Treating chronic pain with medicinal cannabis

The patient suffers from chronic pain and previous medications could not provide any relief? We support your patient with our range of cannabinoid therapies.

Cannabinoid therapy at a glance

The primary possible effect of THC

- The cannabinoids THC and CBD from medical cannabis can help relieve your chronic pain.
- They affect what is happening in your body and block the transmission of pain impulses.
- Unlike many conventional medicines, medical cannabis is often particularly low in side effects after the familiarization phase.

Our Products
Espira is an importer and distributor of high quality medical cannabis products.

Espira is the optimal solution for the global cannabis market. It has exclusive collaborations with reliable organic producers and is perfectly positioned to meet the challenges of the dynamics and explosive growth of the cannabis industry.

At Espira, they work closely with a carefully selected group of producers who adhere to their strict internal standards as well as EU GMP certifications to ensure the highest possible quality.

### Our mission

Our design process began with extensive research and analysis of the cannabis market, as well as Espira’s target audience and competitors. Based on this information, we developed a brand positioning and messaging strategy that clearly communicated Espira’s commitment to quality and sustainability.

We identified a bold green and gold color palette and developed a visual language specifically designed to help Espira stand out in the crowded cannabis market, aid in visual recall, and increase brand awareness. We also created a sleek and modern visual identity, including a logo, typography, and imagery that aligned with Espira’s brand identity.

To ensure that the website was easy to use and visually appealing across all devices, we provided user experience (UX) and user interface (UI) design services. This included creating wireframes and prototypes, designing high-fidelity mockups, and conducting user testing to gather feedback and make any necessary adjustments.

**VIEW ONLINE ➤**
Espira Pharma is super good and qualitative.
The power of nature - discover the healing power of cannabis. Medicine from nature.

Why Espira Pharma?
Espira Pharma is committed to the principle that patients have safe access to the high-quality, government-licensed cannabis products they need to optimize their health and improve their quality of life.

Everyone has the right to a high quality of life – at any age.

Who are we?
As a pioneer, Espira Pharma is a German importer of high-quality medical cannabis.

What we do?
Espira Pharma provides patients with high-quality medical cannabis, tailored to their individual needs.

Treating chronic pain with medicinal cannabis
The patient suffers from chronic pain and previous medications could not provide any relief? We support your patient with our range of cannabinoid therapies.

Our Products
Medicine Cannabis

Welcome to the Espea website. We are dedicated to providing high-quality cannabis products for medical and recreational use. Our mission is to help people improve their health and well-being through the use of cannabis.

Our products in the range

- CBD Products
- THC Products
- Edibles
- Topicals
- Vape Products

Cannabis Recipe Configurator

Our online recipe configurator allows you to customize your own cannabis recipes. You can choose from a variety of THC and CBD strains, and adjust the amount of each to create the perfect blend for your needs.

Our Products

- Product Type:
  - CBD
  - THC
  - Full Spectrum
  - Isolate
  - Hybrid

- Product Brands:
  - Espea
  - MedMen
  - Greenleaf

- Characteristics:
  - Dosage
  - Potency
  - Flavours
  - Terpenes

- THC/CBD Content:
  - Low
  - Medium
  - High

Possible applications of the therapy

- Chronic Pain
- Depression
- Migraine
- ADHD
- Sleep Disorders

Suggested products

- Hybrid CBD/THC
- Isolate CBD
- Isolate THC
- Full Spectrum CBD/THC

News & Interesting facts

- June 21, 2019: The Benefits of Cannabis for Mental Health
- July 10, 2019: The History of Cannabis Use
- August 15, 2019: Cannabis and Cancer Treatment

Contact us for more information about our products and services.
Treating chronic pain with medicinal cannabis

The patient suffers from chronic pain and previous medications could not provide any relief. We support your patient with our range of cannabinoid therapeutics.

Our Products

AVAY21/ISK (400g)
THC: 21%  CBD: 1%  Available

Espirapharma 20:20 Oktiona Espirapharma Oktiona Cannabis-Vollextrakte sind Ausgangsstoffe zur Herstellung von...

Buy Now
Juice Plus+ presents in cooperation with Detlef D! Soost an ultimate 16-week program that brings you closer to your goal of a more conscious, fitter, and healthier lifestyle.

Now! By Juice+ is a web platform with a focus on nutrition, sport, motivation & mindset content. With the mobile web version of the platform, you can train flexibly anytime and anywhere. Always keep an eye on your goals and achieve your best form in just 16 weeks.

Our mission

Devolfs was responsible for the design of the web and mobile platform, which was designed to be user-friendly and easy to navigate. The platform included a variety of features such as a habit tracking feature, which allowed users to track their daily habits such as drinking enough water, taking Juice Plus+ pills, eating healthy, and other habits that can lead to a healthier lifestyle. This feature was designed to help users establish good habits and stick to them, making it easier to achieve their goals.

The mobile web version of the platform was particularly important as it allowed users to access and track their progress anytime, anywhere, making it easy to stay on track and achieve their best form in just 16 weeks.

Overall, the NOW! by Juice Plus+ program was a great success and helped many users to establish healthy habits and improve their overall health and well-being. The habit tracking feature played a crucial role in helping users to achieve their goals by providing them with the tools and resources they needed to establish and maintain good habits.

VIEW ONLINE ➤
Hey Leonardo 🌸,
It's an awesome day to build healthy habits

Sport session
30min/day
30

Capsules
1 per day
100

Water
2 liters
20

Relaxation exercises
30min/day
30

Today's training Choose the easier replacement workout instead

The first step
It's an awesome day to build healthy habits

24min
100
We are excited to work with you on your next project!

Contact us at:
hey@devolfs.com

or visit our website
www.devolfs.com